
Please review the list below for ideas on Carnival Games to provide:
NOTE: Games are assigned on a first come, first serve basis. Prizes must also be 
provided. If you have an idea for a Carnival Game that is not on this list, please email 
vendors@rockwallducrackrace.org

● Tic-Tac-Toe - This standard game is well-liked by young and old. The player throws 
three bean bags into the red and white tic-tac-toe box. Three in a row wins.

● Milk Can Toss - The traditional carnival game where the player throws bean bags at 
stacked metal milk bottles, trying to knock them all down.

● Bottle Ring Toss  - In this popular game, the player tosses several rings to get them 
around the soda bottles. Can be adjusted for all ages with the number of rings to 
toss.

● Football Toss - A carnival favorite, the player tosses footballs through a game board 
with holes in the target board.

● Bowling - This bowling lane uses smaller, light-weight balls, but it still takes skill! 
Each player gets three or four balls to tip over all six bowling pins. Younger players 
get additional rolls.

● Balloon Animals- A favorite for all ages. Allow kids to choose their balloon animal!
● Plinko - Ping! Ping! Drop the puck from the top of the board down to the numbers 

below. If you pick the right number you win a prize. A game that is fun and 
unpredictable.

● Ping Pong Duck Bowls - Throw ping pong balls at the fish bowls to win a prize. 
Three ping pong balls are given to each player, one in the bowl wins 1st prize. No 
real fish are used in the making of this game!

● Gone Duck Hunting - Children lower their poles behind our fake pond, with a couple 
of tugs from our staff the children think they’ve got a fish(prize).

● Duck Pond - Quack! A number one favorite for the little ones. Each child picks up a 
duck and checks the number on the bottom to see which prize they won. A sure hit 
for the little ones!

● Face Painting - From airbrush to traditional face paint, the kids will love this station!
● Prize Wheel - Everyone’s a winner! Spin the wheel to win your prize.
● Bean Bag Toss - Similar to Corn Hole, toss the bean bag to the target to win a prize!


